NINE TIPS TO EMPOWER YOU DURING DIVORCE AND
SEPARATION
By Clayton Long & Sheree Housego

This article is not intended to identify you as a person with marital issues, but is for the broader
community of issues that touch us all. Pass it on if you know someone for which this is a burning topic.

1. Ensure you have equal decision making power
During your relationship, maybe one spouse was in charge of the finances or one spouse was primarily
responsible for the children. The dynamics and decision-making landscape changes after separation. You
must first understand your rights and obligations to make sure that you are engaging appropriately with
the children. You must have a proper awareness of the structure of the finances and how they are being
applied.
Too often after people separate they allow the other party to dictate terms in the same way as they may
have during the relationship. This can lead to the establishment of a new status quo which is not
necessarily in line with your wishes and best interests. In the case of parenting issues, one parent’s
approach may not be in line with the children’s best interests, particularly when there are now two
households. If you are unsure how to appropriately contribute to the decision making or exercise your
rights in relation to parenting or property, your first few visits and calls with your lawyer will help you
become informed and set you on the right track.

2. Take a lead role – stay informed and be proactive
Your separation and settlement is a big responsibility and requires time, attention and focus. Being
proactive and working with your lawyer, planning and strategizing will see your matter progressing at a
good pace. You are the most important member of your team and will be required to do some
information gathering tasks. Who better than you?

3. Engage in a healthy relationship with your lawyer
It is essential to communicate. If you are unsure about what the next steps are, ask questions, send
emails and follow up with phone calls. A lawyer’s schedule is often outside the office and in court. They
also engage in long conferences and document drafting when they are in office. if you haven’t heard
back from your lawyer, follow them up. Call them. Ask them to schedule a call through their personal
assistant. Be proactive. Your lawyer is a member of your team and equally as important as your lawyer
communicating with you is you communicating with your lawyer.
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4. You are an equal, don’t let your ex-partner bully you
Have you ever heard the following comments; “you don’t have a chance”, “I will beat the system”, “My
lawyer said your lawyer is hopeless”, “It’s always 50/50” or “Your lawyer just wants to rip you off”? Don’t
let your ex-partner undermine your confidence in your case, your legal team or your rights to a fair
outcome. Assess the issues for yourself. When people communicate about their legal issues they often
are uninformed and resort to speculation and emotional responses. The best approach is to avoid talking
about legal issues with your ex-partner if they have resorted to bullying. Talk to your lawyer and leave
the legal exchanges to the lawyers, not to an ill-informed ex-partner who predictably wants you to give
up, or settle for less.

5. Work towards an early settlement
Sometimes, the raw emotions of separation can inhibit progress in the matter from a legal point of view.
If anger, paranoia and resentment take over, the idea of settling your matter and establishing a final
separation can be very confronting to some. Litigation, however, is a very long, painful and emotionally
stressful process. It is more often than not, worth the extra effort, to nut out all the issues early one, and
invest the time and money to promote a settlement as soon as possible.

6. Stay aware of costs
It is important that you talk about lawyer’s fees. Know what to expect and when. Ask questions about
invoices if you have concerns. Don’t be shy to communicate with your lawyer about these issues. Be
prompt in paying invoices and placing further funds in trust as this will ensure the flow of work in your
matter is not interrupted by financial issues. If you have queries about an invoice, raise them
immediately so that time is not lost in addressing the issues and progressing the matter. If you prefer a
schedule of billing or a flat payment schedule, make that request of your lawyer. This part of the process
is essential as accounts departments of many firms may “hold” on work on your matter if the financial
aspect of the matter is stagnating. Be realistic – many things can’t be predicted even by very
senior lawyers. Estimates in this area of law are difficult as the attitude of the other spouse, their
solicitor, their barrister and perhaps the judge, all impact on what your lawyer may charge. If you can’t
afford to pay, you might need to ask your lawyer if they can get paid out of your settlement. If that is
not their policy, you may need to find a lawyer who is willing to get paid out of your settlement.
Sometimes a lawyer who charges less may not be the specialist who you can work with for the best
result. Say informed and be aware. Ask questions and know that cheaper is very rarely better.

7. Manage your expectations, don’t let other people’s divorce outcomes
influence you
Divorce and separation are common these days. Everyone has a story to share. However, it is
dangerous to interpret another person’s situation and outcome and apply it to your situation. Each case
is different and taking seriously other people’s anecdotes about their experiences may lead to
disappointment and resentment towards your legal team and unrealistic expectations of the merits of
your case. Your case has a particular set of acts which will lead to a particular range of reasonable
outcomes likely to occur in your matter. Too often lawyers hear parties say that their friend “got
everything” or “got 80%”. These statements in colloquial conversation are rarely informative and rarely
indicative of what has occurred in a settlement. Always listen, you may well learn a thing or two from
other people’s experience, but don’t treat it as legal advice and test it in discussion with your lawyer.

8. Don’t discuss legal problems with your children, involving them is not a
good idea
In a domestic environment it may be tempting to let “out” your emotions and discuss issues openly.
However, your children should not be exposed to adult dialogue that is usually filled with conflict,
resentment and negativity.
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Young children often take on emotional burdens and do not have the coping skills to process them
adequately. It is traumatic to watch your parents separate let alone hear all about it and be pressured to
take sides. Even if you are not asking, children often feel pressure to align with you if you are
emotionally venting about your ex-partner. Worse still, most teenage children feel the need to prop up
the parent not coping during a divorce. That support usually comes at a huge cost because the research
shows that as soon as it is over, they resent you for damaging their relationship with the other parent,
particularly if the relationship with that parent was already poor. Find a friend to talk to, engage a
counsellor or develop sufficient rapport with your lawyer.

9. Look forward to your future
Your relationship obviously ended for a number or reasons. Take the opportunity to start again and rebalance your mutual parenting if you have children. In the case of separation, and/or divorce and a
property settlement, start afresh. Receive financial advice and take up a new hobby. Find a way to enjoy
life, and responsibly deal with any funds you receive and look forward to a better future.

Clinch Long Leatherbarrow Lawyers can assist

Contact a member of our Family Law Team if you would like to discuss further. How can we help?
This article has been prepared by Clinch Long Leatherbarrow Lawyers. To find out more about the types
of services they offer, click here.
This article is for the benefit of the reader. This article is not intended to be a definitive analysis of
legislation or professional advice. You should take advice before any course of action is pursued.
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